CARDWELL GOLF CLUB
NEWSLETTER 2020 Issue 3
JUST CHECKING TO SEE

IF YOU’RE OK
There’s not a lot to put in the newsletter at the moment….and no member photos…but
we’ll still tell you about the few things that are going on….and the few things that have
already happened!....and throw in some jokes and stories! It will give you something to
do while in lockdown!
Thanks to everyone for complying with the isolation and separation rules we have at
the moment. We know it’s a pain, but by doing the right thing, we’ve been able to stay
open as a golf course when many others are being shut down.
If you’re regularly turning up to the Thursday and Sat comps….and/or having some
social games throughout the week, then a big THANK YOU to you, as you’re helping us
keep our wonderful greenkeepers employed and the course looking great.
It’s also been the best time for our dedicated volunteers to be out there and they have
been catching up on all the jobs needed to help Jack and Ian look after the course.
This Leap Year

January had 31 days; February had 29
March and April had 8000 each!

….and May’s not looking too flash!

DEFINITION OF IRONY:
When the Chinese Year of the Rat
starts with the Plague!

Cardwell Golf Club Word Search
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***** BREAKING NEWS *****
After playing the frustrating game of golf since the
early 80’s, President Kev finally achieved the
Holy Grail

……a HOLE IN ONE......
but typically for a monumental event, no-one else was around to see it!
At least YOU know you did it Kev….well done!

I can tell you a coronavirus joke now, but you’ll have to wait two weeks to see if you got it.
This morning, I saw my neighbour talking to her cat again. It was obvious she thought her cat
understood her. When I got back into the house, I told my dog and we both had a good laugh.
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Match Play 2020.
POOL ONE
Round 1
Kev Martin
Greg Dearlove
Round 2
Kev Martin
Keith Hoare 1 up
Round 3
Kev Martin
Jackie Olditch
POOL TWO
Round 1
Ian Brooks
Angela Dearlove
Round 2
Ian Brooks
6. Ron Ash 6/5
Round 3
Ian Brooks
Bert Pajonk 3/2
POOL THREE
Round 1
Mandy Carucci
Sneza Lazarus
Round 2
9. Mandy Carucci
10. Phil Pentecost
Round 3
Brian Wishart 3/2
Mandy Carucci
POOL FOUR
Round 1
13. Kevin Brown
15. Hugh Henry
Round 2
13. Kevin Brown
14.Phil Wyatt
Round 3
Kevin Brown
Greg Smith 3/1

What’s New?
Round 1
Keith Hoare
Jackie Olditch 3/2
Round 2
Greg Dearlove 1 up
Jackie Olditch
Round 3
Keith Hoare
Greg Dearlove

Round 1
Ron Ash 5/3
Bert Pajonk
Round 2
Angela Dearlove
Bert Pajonk
Round 3
Ron Ash 2/1
Angela Dearlove

Round 1
Phil Pentacost 2/1
Brian Wishart
Round 2
11.Sneza Lazarus
12. Brian Wishart
Round 3
Phil Pentecost 2up
Sneza Lazarus

Round 1
14. Phil Wyatt
16. Greg Smith
Round 2
15.Hugh Henry
16.Greg Smith
Round 3
14. Phil Wyatt
15. Hugh Henry

POOL FIVE
Round 1
17. Ian Ingram
19.Peter Radmilovich
Round 2
17. Ian Ingram
18. Kevin Tombs
Round 3
17. Ian Ingram
20. Peter Topen

Round 1
18. Kevin Tombs
20.Peter Topen
Round 2
Peter Radmilovich
20. Peter Topen
Round 3
18. Kevin Tombs
19.Peter Radmilovich

MONTHLY MEDAL
MAY 4
MEN’S BLUE TEES
Sponsored by
RON ASH
LADIES RED TEES
Sponsored by
VICKI MOTT

What do Germans call panic buying of sausage and cheese?
The wurst kase scenario

Cheers to all the volunteers doing the
Mowing, stump grinding and bunker and toilet cleaning!
Well done guys!
Hey golfers….we really need to keep
these buggies away from the edge
of the greens. Too many of you are parking or
driving right up to the edge and making it real
hard for the greenkeepers

GRANT APPLICATION
We’ve applied to the
Community Grant Scheme
for much needed assistance.
If successful, the money will
go to clearing the drain and
bridge along side
Fairway 4/13

We’ve still got plenty of empty sponsor
signs on the Tee Blocks.
If you know a business who may want to
support the Club, let us know.
OR
If you and a few friends want to combine
your names as sponsors, you’ll have your
own sign. 5 mates @ $50 each will get you a
new sign…then $30 each per year after that

MEMBER DONORS
Jim McDougall
Bob Edgely
Mary Douglas
Ron Black
Supporting our club

Keep watching for Emails from Jackie, who will update you on any
changes to our current golf format and restrictions from Qld Govt and
Golf Australia

A BIT OF HISTORY “YOUNG” TOM MORRIS
Thomas Morris (20 April 1851 – 25 December 1875), known as Young Tom Morris, was a
Scottish professional golfer.
He is considered one of the pioneers of professional golf, and was the first
young prodigy in golf history. He won four consecutive titles in the
Open Championship, an unmatched feat, and did this by the age of 21.
Morris was born in St Andrews, the "Home of Golf", and died there on
Christmas Day, 1875, aged 24. His father, Old Tom Morris, was the
greenkeeper and professional of the St Andrews Links, and himself won four
of the first eight Open Championships. Young Tom's first Open Championship
win – in 1868 at age 17 – made him the youngest major champion in golf
history, a record which still stands.
Morris beat his father for the first time at the age of 13 in 1864 in a friendly game at St Andrews; at
the time his father was Open Champion. Young Tom, just before his 13th birthday, travelled with his
father to a tournament at Perth, at the King James VI Golf Club, in April 1864, but was not allowed to
compete in either the professional or amateur sections. The organisers instead arranged a match
over the course with a local youth champion. His match score would have won the professional
tournament.
Young Tom won the Open Championship in 1868, 1869, 1870, and 1872 (there was no Open
Championship in 1871). No one else has since repeated this feat of four straight Open
Championships. All four championships were played at Prestwick Golf Club, the course where he had
learned golf as a youth. His 1868 win, at the age of 17, made him the youngest major champion in
golf history, a record which still stands. That same year, his father finished second to him, a unique
family occurrence in the Championship. In 1869, Young Tom achieved the tournament's first
ever hole-in-one by holing out at the 166-yard 8th hole: the scorecard is on display in Prestwick's
clubhouse.
In keeping with the Rules of the Tournament, Young Tom was allowed to keep the original
Championship Belt, made of red Moroccan leather with an engraved golf scene on its front silver
buckle after his hat-trick of victories. The famous Claret Jug was purchased for the tournament in
1873, and his became the first name to be engraved on it, as he had won the Open Championship in
1872. During his 1870 win, he began the tournament by scoring a 3 on the first hole of 578 yards,
using hickory shafts and a gutty ball, (see bottom of page) holing a long fairway shot of about 200
yards; given the distances which were possible at that time, this may have been the firstever albatross (double eagle), assuming a par of 6 for that hole; the term 'par' had not yet been
formally invented. His first-round Open score in 1870 of 47 over the 12-hole Prestwick course was
the first competitive round anywhere which averaged under four strokes per hole.
In a team match on 11 September 1875 Young Tom received a telegram from home requesting his
immediate return; his pregnant wife, Margaret Drinnen, had gone into a difficult labour. Only two
holes remained in the match; Old Tom and Young Tom finished the match, winning, and hurried
home by ship across the Firth of Forth and up the coast, but when Young Tom got there both his wife
and newborn baby were dead. Young Tom was broken-hearted. Not quite four months later, on
Christmas Day, he died of cardiac failure at the age of 24.
(The Gutty golf ball was created from the dried sap of the Sapodilla tree. It had a rubber-like feel and
was formed into ball shapes by heating it up and shaping it while hot. The arrival of the "gutty"
revolutionized the game of golf and allowed its spread to the masses.)
Where are you going for the May Day weekend???
I can’t decide between my living room or my bedroom

MEN’S ECLECTICS 2020
As at 23/4/2020
(Top 6 only)
Hcp

P Pentecost
5

G Smith
10

T Moss
16

K Brown
15

K Hoare
16

K Martin
10

Gross
.5 Hcp

61
-2.5

65
-5

69
-8

69
-7.5

70
-8

67
-5

Nett

58.5

60

61

61.5

62

62

Place

1

2

3

4

T5

T5

FOR THE
GOLFER WHO
HAS
EVERYTHING!!

Looking for a Special Gift for Birthdays, Father’s Day, Mother’s Day,
Christmas? Or better still, suggest to family that receiving one would be
better than socks and jocks!
The Gift Certificates can be used to pay for golf games, or in the Pro Shop.
For purchase, questions and/or info, enquire@cardwellgolfclub.com or Marina
0418 772 761 T’s & C’s apply
Are you asleep?

The Letter W starts with D

Yes….
So shut up!

4/4/2020
what’s been happening/
On a beautiful sunny day, Ladies’ Thursday
competition was won by Christine Taylor (28) with
Sneza Lazarus (27) second.
Thursday’s 9 hole Sporters’ was won by Keith Hoare (21) followed by Graham Gardiner (19)
with Terry Moss (18) third in a countback from Kev Martin, Brent Peterson and Mark Sheahan
all on 18 points as well.


7/4/2020
Men's April Monthly Medal sponsored by Bert Pajonk was taken out by Greg Smith (68) with
Peter Topen (71) second on a countback from Ian Burchell (71).
Ladies' Monthly Medal sponsored by Seafarms was won by Sneza Lazarus.
* * CONGRATULATIONS * *
In the rundown were Phil Pentecost and Keith Hoare both with 72 points and Graham Gardiner
and Dave Hoare with 73 points each.


9/4/2020
Ladies Thursday Winner was Christine Taylor (34) with $14 added to her prize total ($69).
It’s becoming quite a habit! Second Tracey Cousemacker (33) opening her account with $6
Sporters’ was won by Wayne Sheahan (21), second Ian Brooks (19) in a countback from Brent
Peterson (19) with the rundown of Len White (19) followed by Peter Topen, Christine Taylor and
Kev Martin all with 18 points.
Saturday’s Stableford winners were decided by a number of countbacks with Tracey
Cousemacker (37) first followed by Greg Smith (37) second, Wayne Sheahan (37) third and the
rundown of Frank Grimes, Brian Wishart and Len White all with 35 points and Geoff Reading
with 34 points.


18/4/2020
Ladies’ Thursday competition was a case of déjà vu with the winner Christine Taylor (36), and
Tracey Cousemacker (31) in second place.
Sporters’ was won by Brian Wishart (21), second Lou Virt (20) in a countback from Ian Burchell
(20) with the rundown of Kev Brown (19), Dave Hoare (19) and Frank Grimes (19).
Saturday’s Stableford winners were Greg Smith (37) first, Phil Pentecost (35) second on a
countback from Peter Topen (35) third with the rundown going to Wayne Sheahan (34), Sneza
Lazarus (32), and Keith Hoare and Ron Ash both on 31 points.


25/4/2020
Ladies’ Thursday competition was won by Sneza Lazarus (34) with Tracey Cousemacker (32)
once again the bridesmaid!!
Thursday’s 9 hole Sporters’ winners had to be worked out with a number of countbacks. The
winner was Ian Burchell (20), second Sneza Lazarus (20), third Kev Martin (20) with the
rundown of Ian Ingram (20), Dave Hoare (19) and Tracey Cousemacker (18).
Saturday’s Anzac Day Stableford was sponsored by SEAFARMS.
The winner was Kevin Brown (38) who took home prawns to enjoy!! In second place Wayne
Sheahan (37) followed by Ron Ash (33) in a countback from rundown of Mandy Carucci (33),
Greg Smith (32), Greg Dearlove (32) and Warren Stahel (32).

PGA 2020 RULE CHANGES IN EFFECT FOR GOLFERS AGE 50+
Rule 9k.34– If a tree is between the ball and the hole, and the tree is deemed to be
younger than the player, then the ball can be moved without penalty. This is so because
this is simply a question of timing; when the player was younger, the tree was not there
so the player is being penalized because of his age.
Rule 1.a.5– A ball sliced or hooked into the Rough shall be lifted and placed on the
Fairway at a point equal to the distance it carried or rolled into the Rough with no
penalty. The senior player should not be penalized for tall grass which ground keepers
failed to mow.
Rule 2.d.6– A ball hitting a tree shall be deemed NOT to have hit the tree. This is simply
bad luck and luck has no place in a scientific game. The senior player must estimate the
distance the ball would have travelled if it had not hit the tree, and play the ball from
there.
Rule 3.B.3– There shall be no such thing as a lost ball. The missing ball is on or near the
course and will eventually be found and pocketed by someone else, thereby making it a
stolen ball. The senior player is not to compound the felony by charging himself with a
penalty.
Rule 4.c.7– If a putt passes over a hole without dropping, it is deemed to have dropped.
The Law of Gravity supersedes the Rules of Golf.
Rule 5. – Putts that stop close enough to the cup that they could be blown in, may be
blown in. This does not apply to balls more than three inches from the Hole. No one
wants to make a mockery of the game.
Rule 6.a.9– There is no penalty for so-called “out of bounds”. If penny-pinching golf
course owners bought sufficient land, this would not occur. The senior player deserves an
apology, not a penalty.
Rule 7.G.15– There is no penalty for a ball in a water hazard, as golf balls should float.
Senior players should not be penalized for any shortcomings of the manufacturers.
Rule 8.k.9– Advertisements claim that golf scores can be improved by purchasing new
golf equipment. Since this is financially impractical for many senior players, one-half
stroke per hole may be subtracted for using old equipment.
Please advise all your senior friends of these important rule changes and keep multiple
copies in your golf bag.
Golf is...above all...a game of integrity.
(Thanks to Brian for enlightening us to the new rules)
How serious is this virus???
Casinos and churches are closed! ……when
Heaven and Hell agree on the same thing, it’s probably pretty serious!

GREG NORMAN:
ONE SPOT FOR EVERY SHOT
When it comes to the fundamentals, consistency is paramount.
If you can repeat the same positions, moves, and methods over and
over, you’ll simplify your technique and ingrain the correct habits.
That’s one of the reasons why I maintain one ball position for all
shots. Then, to make the setup comfortable and the stance stable,
I move my right foot closer to my left as the loft of the club increases.
I realise that many instructors advocate that you move the ball
progressively back in the stance as your club shortens.
But when you do that, you’re changing the loft on the clubs – if you
play the 6-iron a bit farther back than the 5-iron, then you’re delofting that 6-iron so that
it’s effectively a short 5-iron.
You’re also changing the point at which your swing makes contact with the ball. I have
enough trouble maintaining one impact point – I don’t want to have to deal with a dozen of
them.
Unless I’m trying to play a special shot of some sort, I position the ball at a point just back
of my left heel (for right-handers). Your own position may be a bit farther forward or back,
but I encourage you to determine exactly where it is, and then stick with it for every club.
There is no such thing as the ‘ideal’ ball position. What works for me may not work for you.
You might be able to position your ball at least one ball-width forward of where I do and up
to two ball-widths farther back.
For each individual, the optimum ball position is at the very bottom of the swing arc. For a
short, stout person with a flattish swing arc, that position will likely be relatively far back in
the stance. A tall person will have a higher centre of gravity and swing with more lateral
movement, which will mean a more forward position. But just as important as your height
is how ‘leggy’ your swing is. Players with active leg action, such as Lee Trevino, should play
the ball more forward than those with quieter legs and an active upper body, who tend to
trap the ball at an earlier point in the swing in the manner of Arnold Palmer.
The ultimate answer, however, is that your ideal ball position is the spot from which you
play your best golf. You owe it to yourself, when you’re striking the ball with crispness and
consistency, to take careful note of the position of the ball in your stance.



TIGER WOODS TIPS: SURE SHOT
Go with my slappy cut when you need to drive it in the short stuff
Back in my 20s, and even well into my 30s, I was one of the longest players on the PGA Tour.
That’s no longer the case – I’ve had four back surgeries, and I’m only six
years away from being eligible for the senior tour – so it’s more important
than ever for me to put my drives in the fairway.
My go-to tee shot is a slappy cut. It doesn’t go very far; I can hit my
3-wood farther. But I can count on it whenever I really need to find the
short grass.
You should definitely develop a fairway finder with your driver, one you
can trust on that nervous first tee shot or on scary holes with trouble
everywhere. In fact, it should become your stock driver swing. I reach back for a little extra
distance only when there’s more room in the fairway, or if I need to carry a bunker or get to
a par 5 in two. You should do the same. Groove a consistent tee shot and swing hard only
when there’s no big risk in airing one out.
Cuts, when the ball moves left to right for right-handed players, are easier to control than
draws. If you want to go with my slappy cut, here’s how I hit it.
First, I set up with my shoulders a bit open to the target. That means they’re aligned a little
left of where I want the ball to end up. But I keep my feet relatively square to the target,
because that helps me turn my hips on the backswing without putting too much stress on
my lower back. Don’t worry so much about the feet. It’s the shoulders that matter.
The next thing is the clubface. The big mistake is having the face square or even open to the
target at address when trying to hit a cut. This leads to that weak slice that starts at the
target and fades well to the right. At address, your clubface needs to point left of the target
– like your shoulder alignment. Aim it where you want the ball to start, not where you want
it to finish.

As for the swing, take the club all the way back- – don’t get short- – and swing down on a
path that matches your open shoulder alignment. After that, it’s all about rotating through
on the downswing. By the time the club reaches the ball, you should feel like your hips and
chest have turned quite a bit towards the target. Don’t be afraid to release the clubhead on
the through-swing, either – this is how you get the ball starting left and cutting towards the
target, rather than starting at the target and cutting away. I hit down on the ball a few
degrees for this shot. I’m not suggesting you do the same, but you should feel like you’re
driving the ball forward more than hitting up on it.

It might take a little time for you to get the feel down for this shot, but when you do, you’ll
thank me when you start splitting fairways.

“It’s all about rotating through on the downswing.”
T H E LO W DO WN

Open your shoulders
Close the clubface
Swing down along your shoulder line
Release the club head (don’t hold on)


ANYONE PLANNING TO VISIT SYDNEY AFTER THE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS ARE LIFTED???
Precision Golf is the only indoor driving range in the world using Flightscope launch monitors
in every bay. Based in Chatswood Sydney, Precision Golf is an indoor golf entertainment
facility that boasts HD golf simulators, 3D golf lessons, custom club fitting and simulators that
let you play some of the best golf courses.
The centre’s indoor driving range also allows you to create an account online with Trugolf so
you can save all your practice sessions and monitor your improvement.

As I said, not much news to tell you at the moment, but I hope you have enjoyed some light
reading and a few jokes. If you hear any good bits and pieces around the place….or a funny
story about a mate, let me know…..otherwise, I’ll keep looking for snippets of interest

SPONSORS OF YOUR CLUB

GOLD SPONSORS:

SILVER SPONSORS:
CARDWELL

CAR
DWELL

BRONZE SPONSORS:

SIGN SPONSORS:

SPONSORS OF YOUR CLUB
VALUED SPONSORS:
Seabreeze Café
Cardwell

Ingham

BURCHELL PLASTERING
CARDWELL AUTOMOTIVES
CARDWELL TRADERS
CARUCCI PLUMBING
COASTAL CARPENTRY & MAINT
HOARE ELECTRICAL
MJM CONSTRUCTIONS
WHITE VISION

Ingham

0417 603 464
4066 8618
4066 8457
0418 779 467
0407 374 003
0408 774 975
0412 648 586
0425 746 103

AMAZING FACTS AND USELESS INFORMATION:
Clubs with broken handles can be turned into
classy coat hooks!
Select three or more clubs, remove the shaft above
the ferule, and attach the club head by the ferule
to an attractively stained or painted block of wood.
Hang your hat or coat!
FIND US: www.cardwellgolfclub.com and

Got any news, snippets, info, jokes for your newsletter?
Send them to Marina: sawara@bigpond.com 0418 772 61

